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In spite of the fact, that I have now been preaching the Gospel
of Jesus Christ for over thirty years, I still get a thrill out of
this particular Sunday in the church year. New beginnings are always
exciting. Who knows what lies ahead, what great accomplishments may
yet be made, what unexpected achievements may be ours? It is like
waking in the morning and facing a brand new day.

explorer discovering a new land.

It is like an

All that lies ahead is unexplored

territory.

After thirty years of ministry I would have to conclude that this
is probably my favorite Sunday for two reasons. It presents the church
with great new opportunities, and on this Sunday we confront those
opportunities refreshed by the summer's rest and recuperation.

u
Contemplating the relatively long ministry which lies behind me,
I recall one of my seminary professor's remarking that in spite of
the fact that he had been listening to chapel speakers for twenty years,
he was still a Christian.
I hope a large number of you who have been
listening to me during one half of my ministry are still able to be
Christian in spite of it, and perhaps a few of you because of it.
I also hope that all of you share with me the same sense of hope and
expectancy for the year that lies ahead.

The tasks which confront

our society are formidable indeed.
Certainly no one could deny that.
We are called upon to give of our very best. But God himself is with
us. Jesus Christ is our example. Knowing that and believing that,
our strength will not be unequal to our task.
II

Confronted by any journey or by any worthwhile challenge it is
good to understand where it is that we wish to go and from whence we
begin.
In my reading this summer I came across a little poem by Walker
Gibson, appropriately titled "Before Starting", and it goes like this:
A burro once, sent by express,
His shipping ticket on his bridle,
Ate up his name and his address,
And in some warehouse, standing idle,
He waited till he liked to died.

The moral hardly needs the showing:
Don't keep things locked up deep inside—
Say who you are and where you're going.

